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Executive summary



SOCAR Trading started marketing Azeri Light crude volumes in 2008, reducing reliance on
the major trading houses to market this crude



Between 2008 and 2013 the Azeri Light premium over Dated Brent increased substantially



Wood Mackenzie has analysed the historical movements in the Azeri Light crude oil price
and its price linkage to Dated Brent



The Azeri Light price differential increased due a number of factors
» External market factors such as higher quality of Azeri Light, the changing value to refiners of some
crudes as markets evolve as well as the impact of the Libyan crisis

» Factors resulting from SOCAR Trading activities such as selling increasingly to long haul destinations
and improving the reliability of supply and delivered quality


The improved Azeri Light differential to Dated Brent has generated ~$1.7 billion additional
revenue for Azerbaijan
» Approximately $0.6 billion of the additional revenues was due to external market effects
» Setting up SOCAR Trading generated around $1.1 billion in additional revenues, through improved
reliability in supply and delivered quality and increased sales to long haul destinations



Revenues of $350 million for the BTC pipeline consortium were generated from the
additional throughput of Turkmen crude oils through the BTC Pipeline, where Azerbaijan is
benefiting as a shareholder
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Introduction



Historically in the period prior to 2008 SOCAR relied on the major trading houses to market its
Azeri Light crude production. Since then, with the formation of SOCAR Trading, SOCAR has
been marketing its own crude volumes. In this period of time the Azeri Light premium to Brent
has significantly expanded



The purpose of the study is to quantify the value added by marketing Azeri Light crude oil via
SOCAR Trading versus reliance on third parties



We have adopted a phased approach for this study:
»
»
»
»

Understand historical crude oil price assessments/valuation
Identify the underlying value of Azeri Light
Understand the macro developments and their effect on crude price and crude differentials
Identifying the value created by SOCAR Trading in marketing Azeri Light



This report provides a summary of our analysis and conclusions
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Dated Brent price – increased volatility and an overall rise over the past
9 years
Dated Brent
2005: Low
OPEC spare
capacity





Brent prices have shown
increased volatility over
the last 9 years

120

Prices are now at a level
significantly higher than
in the 2005-2007 period
Many crude oils, including
Azeri Light use formulae
to set their prices relative
to Brent, or other “marker”
crude oils

100

Katrina
Hurricane
shuts down
refineries
and pipelines
in the US
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•

Azeri Light price, and that
0
of many other crude oils,
have shown the same
level of volatility and
Source: Platts
change
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•

Strong demand growth and
low OPEC spare capacity
plus market speculation
Strong demand
growth in India
and China

•

2012: Rising U.S. oil
production and concerns
about lower oil demand with
a slowdown of the global
economy
Late 2012 Libya’s output
approaching pre crisis levels

2013: renewed unrest
including oil workers
strikes and intervention
by local armed militias

60
40

•

Oil prices fall
after Iran
nuclear deal

80
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2011: Libya’s
sanctions curtail
Libya’s production
(production effectively
shut-in for 6 months)

140

$/bbl



2008: Global
financial
collapse

OPEC cuts
targets 4.2
Mbd

2012: Oil supply disruptions in
Syria, Sudan and Yemen took
about 1mmbd off the world market
Pressure from the U.S and Europe
to Iran to give up its nuclear
program contributed to reducing
Iran’s oil exports and raised
concerns that Iran would retaliate
by disrupting oil shipments through
the Strait of Hormuz

Azeri Light - Dated Brent differential has increased due to a number of
factors




There are numerous factors influencing the rise in
the differential
These factors can be categorised as external (not
directly controlled or influenced by SOCAR
Trading) and internal (directly controlled or
influenced by SOCAR Trading)
External factors:
»The market increased its valuation of Azeri Light as
crude quality improved
»Refiners increasingly preferred crudes with high middle
distillate yields, increasing the crudes’ Refining Value

»The Libyan crisis compromised the supply of light sweet
Libyan crudes and increased demand for other light
sweet crudes


Azeri Light Differential to Dated Brent

5
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Internal factors:
»SOCAR Trading increasingly sold Azeri Light to Asia,
and other long haul destinations, capturing the “Asian
Premium” and putting upwards pressure on Azeri Light
differentials in Europe

»SOCAR Trading improved the reliability of supply and
delivered quality, allowing Azeri Light to achieve its full
market potential
»Improved market assessment for Azeri Light delivered by
SOCAR Trading
»Disintermediation of traders which led to direct supply to
end users
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Azeri crudes sold
to traders only

Azeri crudes sold to
traders and endusers

Azeri crudes sold to
end-users only

3
$/bbl



2
1

2.04 $/bbl
average

2.49 $/bbl
average
0.74 $/bbl
average

0

SOCAR Trading
-1

Source: Platts

2.96 $/bbl
average

There has not been the same level of Brent differential increase for other
widely traded light sweet crude oils such as Es Sider and Bonny Light











There is considerable volatility in all
price differentials
There was a marked increase in the
Azeri Light differential to Dated
Brent
Key competing light sweet crude oils
such as Bonny Light and Es Sider
did not appear to enjoy the same
price improvements
Notwithstanding the short term
volatility, certain events can be
linked both to sharp changes in the
differentials and to more gradual
changes
In particular, the Azeri Light
differential showed a marked
increase from the start of SOCAR
Trading operations
Events such as the Libyan crisis had
a significant positive impact on Azeri
Light and Bonny Light differentials
while having a negative impact on
Es Sider differentials
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Light Crude Differentials to Dated Brent

6
4

Feb 2011 Libya Crisis
Outbreak

SOCAR
Trading
commences

2

$/bbl



0
-2
July/August 2013 Strikes and
blockades at Libyan
export terminals and
field facilities

-4
-6

Azeri Light CIF
Source: Platts

Es Sider

Bonny Light

Our analysis of movements in price and pricing relationships focuses on five
key areas



The quality of Azeri Light crude – the Azeri BTC blend has become lighter over time



The refining value of Azeri Light has changed – changing product crack spreads mean
that over time refiners change their view on the perceived value of a crude oil



The Libyan crisis – a reduction in supply of light sweet crudes tightening the market



The impact of the Asian Premium – increased volumes traded East and the impacts this
had on the European Azeri Light to Brent differential



The benefit SOCAR Trading captured - by improving the reliability of supply and
delivered quality and trading direct to end users
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Quality: Increasing volumes from the Shah Deniz and Turkmen fields have
made the Azeri BTC blend lighter and sweeter
Azeri Production
1,000



Azeri Chirag Guneshli (ACG) is
the major component of Azeri
BTC



Phase 1 of ACG commenced
in 1997 with later phases timed
to use the BTC pipeline from
2005

900

800

kb/d

700
600

Phase 3: Deep Water
Guneshli commence
production



ACG quality has improved as Phases 2 and 3
commenced



Third party crude oils (such as Tengiz and Turkmen
Blend) resulted in improved quality of the overall BTC
blend and consistency of the delivered quality, as well
as incremental revenue



We have seen various public domain assays of Azeri
Light delivered via the BTC pipeline and these
appear to indicate a lightening and sweetening – the
crude density improved as much as 2-3 oAPI

Phase 2 :West and
East Azeri fields
commence
production

500
400
300
200

100
0

Azeri Light (Supsa/Batumi)

Azeri (Novorossiisk)

Azeri BTC

Source: Wood Mackenzie

Azeri BTC blend
1,600
1,400
1,200

Field

0API

Azeri Chirag Guneshli

35.5

Shah Deniz

49.0

Tengiz

46.5

Turkmen Blend

37.4

kb/d

1,000
800
600
400
200
0
2005

2006
2007
2008
2009
Azeri Chirag Guneshli (ACG)
TCO (Tengiz)

Source: Wood Mackenzie
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2010
2011
Shah Deniz
Turkmen Blend

2012

2013

Quality: The improvement of the crude quality has added value to the Azeri
crude; this is an external market effect
Refining Value of Azeri Light Crude Oil
0.8

We have evaluated the Azeri Light
refining value compared to Brent as
seen by an typical FCC based
refinery in the Mediterranean
 We have done this based on Azeri
Light changing from ~34.5 oAPI to
~36.5 oAPI
 The actual change in the Azeri Light
blend could be greater or less than
this but a 2 oAPI change is consistent
with assay changes
 We estimate the uplift attributed to
the change of quality of crude to be
0.23 $/bbl


0.7
0.6

$ / bbl

0.5

0.44 $/bbl
average

0.4

0.3

0.21 $/bbl
average

0.2
0.1
0.0
2009

2010

2011

Prior Azeri Refining value premium
Source: Wood Mackenzie
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2012

2013

2014

New Azeri Refining value premium

Refining value: Changes in product crack spreads have impacted the way
refineries value crude oils
Med Product Crack Spreads over Urals

Study Period

Increasing
distillate cracks
40

30

$/bbl

20

10

Strengthening of crack spreads,
particularly in the period 2003-2008,
increased the relative value of crude
oils with a high middle distillate yield
 Azeri Light has a relatively high
middle distillate yield, making it
attractive to European markets
where these products are in deficit
 Much of the gain in Azeri Light value
attributable to its distillate yield had
already occurred before the start of
our study period (2005)


0

» Continued strength in distillates,
and a recovery of fueloil cracks
have seen Azeri Light’s refinery
value remain strong throughout
our study period

-10

-20
1995
Source: Argus
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2000
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2005
Diesel $/bbl

2010
1 wt%S FO $/bbl

2015

Refining value: Changes in product crack spreads have also strengthened
the position of the Azeri crude in the market (external market effect)
Refining Value of Azeri Light - Refining Value of Brent

Comparing the refining value of Azeri Light
to that of Brent can identify market driven
changes in valuation
 The refining value is determined as a
function of the crude quality and product
market environment


2.0

1.5

1.0

$ / bbl

» We use a benchmark Med FCC refinery to
evaluate the product yield from each crude
» We use FOB Med cargo product pricing to
value the crude based on its product yield

0.16 $/bbl
average

0.5

0.00 $/bbl
average
0.0

-0.5
2005

2006

2007

2008

Source: Wood Mackenzie
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2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

We have identified that the refining value of
Azeri Light crude has increased marginally
over that of Brent during 2005 - 2014
 We estimate that the market led value
increase of Azeri Light over Brent equates
to 0.16 $/bbl


2014

Libyan crisis: Most non-Libyan sweet crudes increased in value, as shown
in the movement of differentials to Urals
Light Crude Differentials to Urals





$/bbl
8.00
6.00

4.00
2.00
0.00
-2.00

-4.00

Sep 2011 - Libyan
Production
Resumes

-6.00

Source: Platts/Argus
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July/August 2013 - Strikes and
blockades at Libyan export
terminals and field facilities

Feb 2011 - Libya
Crisis Outbreak

2009
2010
Jan-11
Feb-11
Mar-11
Apr-11
May-11
Jun-11
Jul-11
Aug-11
Sep-11
Oct-11
Nov-11
Dec-11
Jan-12
Feb-12
Mar-12
Apr-12
May-12
Jun-12
Jul-12
Aug-12
Sep-12
Oct-12
Nov-12
Dec-12
Jan-13
Feb-13
Mar-13
Apr-13
May-13
Jun-13
Jul-13
Aug-13
Sep-13
Oct-13
Nov-13
Dec-13



As the Libyan crisis
started in February
2011, the availability
of light sweet Libyan
crude was
compromised
Demand for alternate
light sweet crude oils
increased, with a
significant rise in
differentials to Urals
Azeri Light benefitted
more than Brent or
Bonny Light
Es Sider differentials
appear to have
suffered during the
crisis

Differential to Urals



Brent

Azeri Light CIF

Es Sider

Bonny Light

Libyan crisis: There was a larger impact on the Azeri Light differentials to
Brent compared to Bonny Light (external market effect)
Light Crude Differentials to Dated Brent
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Feb 2011 Libya Crisis
Outbreak

$/bbl
5.00
4.00

Increase in
differential

July/August 2013 - Strikes and
blockades at Libyan export
terminals and field facilities

Increase in
differential
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Sep 2011 - Libyan
Production
Resumes

-3.00
-4.00
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Apr-12
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Jul-12
Aug-12
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Oct-12
Nov-12
Dec-12
Jan-13
Feb-13
Mar-13
Apr-13
May-13
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Jul-13
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From the start of the
crisis in February
2011, Libyan crude
was disrupted for ~6
months
The average increase
in the Azeri Light
differential to Brent
over this period was
1.35 $/bbl
Later, in July 2013,
strikes and blockades
in Libya caused
further supply
disruption
This disruption lasted
about 2 months,
causing another
increase in the Azeri
Light differential to
Brent of ~0.30 $/bbl

Differential to Brent



Source: Platts

Azeri Light CIF

Es Sider

Bonny Light

Trading benefit: Increasing deliveries to Asia since 2009 have increased
European Azeri Light price differentials
Sales of Azeri Light by destination

Asian Premium for selected Middle Eastern Crudes

Asian Premium $/bbl
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million BBl

200
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100

3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
-0.5
-1.0
-1.5

Overall average
= $0.8/bbl

2008

50

2009

Berri (Extra Light)

2010
Arab Light

2011

2012

Arab Medium

2013
Arab Heavy

0
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Source: Argus


Med

North America

Asia Pac

Source: Data provided by SOCAR Trading
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Rest of Europe

Other

Increasing volumes delivered in the Asia Pacific region
were traded in the spot market, taking advantage of the
growing demand and higher pricing environment

Trading benefit: Azeri Light has improved in value over Brent due to
“Asian Premium” benefits as more was sold to Asia


Asia pays higher prices for Middle East crude oils sold at Official
Selling Prices (OSPs), and subject to destination clauses, relative to
their counterparts in Europe and the US. This price differential is
referred to as the “Asian premium”



Supplier such as Saudi Aramco sell to gain/maintain market share
rather than maximise overall revenues



Freely traded crude oils (i.e. those not sold at OSPs and not subject
to destination clauses) tend to achieve prices that are competitive
with local supply in different markets



From 2009, SOCAR Trading increasingly sold more Azeri Light to
Asian markets; the price in Europe has been influenced by this with
the “Asian Premium” increasing the Azeri Light to Brent differential in
Europe



We quantified the Asian Premium by comparing the Middle East
netback prices of Berri, Arab Light, Arab Medium and Arab Heavy
crude oil FOB cargos sold to Asia and North West Europe



The average premium on these cargos to Asia Pacific since 2008 is
$0.80/bbl



We have estimated that around $0.40/bbl of the current differential is
attributable to SOCAR’s Trading’s efforts in directing Azeri Light
cargos to Asia, due to a tightening of European supply of Azeri Light
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Average prices of
Berri, Arab Light,
Arab Medium,
and Arab Heavy
crude oil to Asia
Pacific since
2008

Average prices of
Berri, Arab Light,
Arab Medium,
and Arab Heavy
crude oil to North
West Europe
since 2008

$0.80 Average “Asian Premium”

Approximately +$0.40/bbl paid by
marginal European buyers and
attributable to SOCAR Trading

The Azeri Light differential to Brent has increased for several reasons,
some directly the result of trading activities
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The refining value of Azeri Light has
improved due to changes in market
demand and a lightening of the crude oil
The proportion of sales to Asia has
increased, supporting higher prices
The Libyan crisis increased light sweet
crude differentials and Azeri Light
benefitted from this
The improvement in the differential due
to changes to market demand and Azeri
Light crude quality and the Libyan crisis
are all external factors, nothing to do
with trading activities
In our opinion, the remaining element of
the differential improvement (driven by
where and how cargoes are sold) is
attributable to the commencement of
SOCAR Trading
Strategy with substance
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Increase to Azeri Light Differential to Dated Brent
2.5

2.0

1.5

$/bbl



1.0

0.5
External Market Effects

Trading Effects

0.0
Azeri Lt Higher
Diff to
quality
Brent pre effect
2008

Refining
value
effect

Libyan
crisis

Trading Trading Azeri Lt
benefit benefit
Diff to
(markets) (margin) Brent
since
2009

The improved Azeri Light differential to Brent has generated significant
additional revenues, largely due to trading activities


We have calculated the total incremental
revenues over the period 2009 to 2013 as the
total number of barrels sold during that period
multiplied by the average increase in
differential to Dated Brent i.e.

Quantification of Azeri Light Differential Uplift
2,500

961 million bbls x $1.75 $/bbl

2,000





Of this, approximately $600 million was due to
external market effects, with the balance of
just over $1.1 billion due to the introduction of
trading activities

1,500

1,000

Key to realising these additional revenues was
»

Disintermediation of traders

»

Selling to end users, in Asia as well as Western
markets

»

Enhancing the consistency and predictability of
the crude oil blend as well as its actual quality

»
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Million $

= $1.7 billion

Opportunity to market Azeri Light crude of other
producers (BP, etc.)
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500
External Market Effects

Trading Effects
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Azeri Lt
Diff to
Brent pre
2008

Higher
quality
effect

Refining
value
effect

Libyan
crisis

Trading Trading
benefit
benefit
(markets) (margin)

Azeri Lt
Diff to
Brent
since
2009

Further revenues have also been generated from additional BTC
Pipeline throughputs from Turkmen crudes

120
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40
20

5

-

2010

2011

2012

BTC Revenues
Source: SOCAR Trading
*: Based on an assumed average API density of 37.4o
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2013
Throughput

Throughput (Million bbl)

Incremental BTC Pipeline Revenues* due to Turkmen Crudes

BTC Revenues (Million $)

Between 2010-2013, SOCAR
Trading lifted circa 72 million barrels
of crude oil from Turkmenistan
under its own trading contracts with
independent producers and sold it
on the world markets by transiting
via BTC pipeline
 Over $350 million of BTC pipeline
revenues have been generated due
to additional Turkmen crude oils
transiting the pipeline over 20102013
 Azerbaijan Republic, as a
shareholder of BTC consortium,
has thus benefited from these
additional volumes


Conclusions



The Azeri Light differential to Date Brent has increased by an average over 20092013 of 1.75 $/bbl, generating ~$1.7 billion additional revenue



Approximately 0.6 $/bbl of the increased differential was due to external market
effects



Setting up SOCAR Trading has had a benefit of the remaining differential increase of
$1.15/bbl, generating around $1.1 billion additional revenues for Azerbaijan



Further revenues of $350 million for the BTC pipeline consortium were generated
from the additional throughput of Turkmen crude oils through the BTC Pipeline



We believe that to increase further the potential realisation, SOCAR Trading should
look to identify and target specific refineries in Asia that are well suited to processing
Azeri Light
» Analysis of individual refineries in Asia would identify those refineries that would
preferentially purchase the Azeri Light
» Similar analysis of European refineries could enhance Azeri Light marketing in
Europe
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Disclaimer
Strictly Private & Confidential


This report has been prepared for SOCAR by Wood Mackenzie Limited. The report is
intended for the benefit of SOCAR. Its contents and conclusions are confidential and
may be disclosed to other persons and companies only with Wood Mackenzie’s prior
written permission.



The opinions expressed in this report are those of Wood Mackenzie. They have been
arrived at following careful consideration and enquiry. They are based on information
coming from our own experience, knowledge and databases together with SOCAR’s
proprietary information.



The conclusions in this report are based on our internal valuation methodologies and
Wood Mackenzie does not accept any liability for any party’s reliance upon them.
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Wood Mackenzie* is a global leader in commercial intelligence for the energy, metals and mining industries.
We provide objective analysis and advice on assets, companies and markets, giving clients the insight they
need to make better strategic decisions. For more information visit: www.woodmac.com
*WOOD MACKENZIE is a Registered Trade Mark of Wood Mackenzie Limited

